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Goals

- Public key cryptography
- No change – user experience
- Fallback – opportunistic
- Reduce unprotected logins
Threat model (includes)

- Man in the middle attack
- Phishing attacks (steal username/password)
Proposal
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TLS-OBC authentication
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Cookie = <value, HMAC\(_K\)(value+fingerprint)>

Value = old cookie
K = server secret key
Fingerprint = fingerprint of OB certificate
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TLS OBC advantages

- Prevent MITM attack
- Don't change user experience
- First login still an issue
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Client → Username/password → Server
Protected first login
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Assertion request
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TLS channel ID etc

Assertion request

Id assertion
Protected first login (again)

1. username/password
2. Client -> server (user/pass) and login ticket
3. login ticket and id assertion
4. id assertion and cookie
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Framework evaluation claims

- Quasi-nothing-to-carry-benefit
- Recovery-from-loss benefits
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Open problems

- Bluetooth – distance vs delay
- TLS-OBC proposal still in flux
- Tablets/smartphones usage
Attacks (not in threat model!)
Conclusion

• No user interaction?
• Open problems related to bluetooth
• Promising improvement
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